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Dedication

Maris Multimedia respectfully dedicate RedShift 2
to the brave men and women of the Russian space program

Redshift:
The increase in the wavelength of light from an object such as a galaxy, 
normally caused by the object moving away from the observer. The Redshift of 
a galaxy indicates its distance from the Earth.
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EXPERT SOFTWARE LICENSE

This software is protected by both United States Copyright Law and International Treaty

provisions. Expert Software, Inc. grants you this license and your continued use con-

firms your agreement. Therefore, you must treat the software “just like a book,” with the

following single exception: Expert Software, Inc. authorizes you to make archival copies

of the software for the sole purpose of backing up your software and protecting your

investment from loss.

By saying “just like a book,” Expert Software, Inc. means, for example, that the software

may be used by any number of people and may be freely moved from one computer to

another, so long as there is no possibility of being used at one location while it’s being

used in another. This is just like a book that cannot be read by two different people in

two different places at the same time; neither can this software be used by two different

people in two different places at the same time.

This agreement shall be construed, interpreted, and governed by the laws of the state of

Florida and shall inure to the benefit of Expert Software, Inc. its successors, administra-

tors, heirs, and assigns. 

uu  uu  Limited WLimited Warrantyarranty

Limited warranty on product disks. To the original buyer only, Expert Software, Inc. war-

rants the disk or disks on which this product is recorded to be free of defects in material

and workmanship under normal use for a period of 90 days from the purchase date. Any

implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose are limited in

duration to the period of 90 days from the date of purchase. Your sole and exclusive

remedy in the event of a defect in material or workmanship under normal use is express-

ly limited to replacement of the defective item.

This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you might also have other rights which

vary from state to state.

No warranty on product software or User’s Guide. Even though Expert Software, Inc. has

tested the software and User’s Guide and reviewed their contents, Expert Software, Inc.

and its distributors and dealers make no warranties, either expressed or implied, with

respect to the fitness for a particular purpose. The software and User’s Guide are distrib-

uted solely on an as is basis. The entire risk as to their quality and performance is with

you. Should either the software or User’s Guide or both prove defective, you (and not

Expert Software, Inc. and its distributors and dealers) assume the entire cost of all nec-

essary servicing, repair, or correction. Expert Software, Inc. and its distributors and deal-

er will not be liable for direct, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages resulting

from any defects in the software or User’s Guide, even if they have been advised of the

possibility of such damages.

Some states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclu-

sion or limitation of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or

exclusions might not apply to you.

uu  uu  CopyrightCopyright

© 1996 Expert Software, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  All Rights Reserved Worldwide. The

user’s guide and the software described in it are copyrighted with all rights reserved. The

user’s guide or software may not be copied in whole or part, without written consent of

Expert Software, Inc. You may not sell, rent, lease or transfer copies of the user’s guide

or software in any other way without the prior written consent of Expert Software, Inc.

uu  uu  TTrademarksrademarks

Expert Software and the Expert brand logo are trademarks of Expert Software, Inc.

Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Macintosh

is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc. All other trademarks are acknowledged.
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MINIMUM SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

For Windo ws
IBM compatible 386SX processor or better
Windows 95 or Windows 3.1/ 3.11 and MS-DOS 3.3 or above
8 Megabytes of RAM
CD-ROM drive & MSCDEX 2.0 or later
256 color VGA display
Windows compatible Sound card
Mouse

Recommended system
IBM compatible  486 processor
8 megabytes of RAM
double speed CD-ROM drive
2 megabytes of hard disk space
256 color display (64k/16 bit color)
800 x 600 with small fonts

For Macintosh
Macintosh LC II running System 7.0 or above
8 megabytes of RAM with 2.5MB free
CD-ROM drive
Color monitor (screens above 16” may require more memory)
QuickTime version 2.0 or above (supplied on the CD-ROM)

For Power Macintosh
Power Macintosh 6100/60 running System 7.1.2 or above
8 megabytes of RAM
CD-ROM drive
Color monitor (screens above 16” may require more memory)
QuickTime version 2.0 or above and QuickTime PowerPlug       
(supplied on the CD-ROM)

Recommended system
double speed CD ROM drive
3 megabytes of hard disk space
Thousands of colors
QuickTime version 2.0 or above and QuickTime PowerPlug (supplied on the CD-ROM)

Recommended system
68040 based Macintosh running System 7.0 or above
5MB of free RAM 
double speed CD-ROM drive
3 megabytes of hard disk space
Thousands of colors
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You don’t have to be an astronomy expert to enjoy RedShift 2. Although RedShift oper-
ates to a high level of scientific accuracy, you can experience dramatic and realistic
views of space using just a few   simple controls.

• A good way to start using RedShift is to use the Guided Tours and Tutorials. 10
Guided Tours have been created to explain major astronomical themes or take you
through the sequence of an   astronomical event, accompanied by a commentary.
They form a visual introduction to some of the basic concepts of astronomy. You
can select Guided Tours instead of Main Program when you open RedShift. See
page 43 to find out more.

• Once you have used Guided Tours, RedShift’s tutorials will take you to a location
and conjunction that show an exciting astronomical event, and the Instructions win-
dow offers you advice on how to use control panels and filters to bring out informa-
tion in your view. For this reason, they are an excellent way of learning to use
RedShift’s sophisticated features. To access Tutorials, click on the button visible in
the Guided Tours Gallery, or select Information, T utorials ... from within the
main program.  (Users upgrading from RedShift 1: please see a note about the
terms ‘tutorials’ and ‘guided tours’ on pages 43-44.)

• Each of the planets and moons of the Solar System is available as a realistic 3D
model. Use Motion Around Planet (       in the Controls icon bar) to move around a
planet. Drag the position sliders to view the planet from any direction. Several plan-
ets have moons (Jupiter and Saturn for example). Use the Planet Filter dialog to
magnify the scale of a planet’s moons (Displa y, Planets… ). Then click the
forward arrow in the Control Time panel to watch the moons orbit the planet.

• Use Follow planet (     in the Controls icon bar) to track a planet as it orbits the
Sun. Choose one of six directions to view the planet from, then click the forward
arrow in the Control Time panel. All planets and moons are scalable so you can
move closer or further away from them.

Because RedShift generates the positions of the stars and the planets mathematically,
you can use it to generate an infinite number of views and events. We hope that you
will gain much pleasure from using RedShift and that it will enhance your understand-
ing of astronomy and the Universe.

• The Direction panel (     in the Controls icon bar) provides an easy way
to view different parts of the sky. Click the direction arrows to move your
view around the sky. The        and         icons let you zoom your view in
and out. Use the Filters panel to switch the    constellations on and off.

• View breathtaking photographs of space from RedShift’s extensive Photo Gallery
(Information menu); click the      button in the thumbnail picture to display a photo-
graph full screen. Or browse the entries in the online Dictionary of Astronomy
(Information menu).

• The Visual Guide on the following pages provides a quick and   simple way of get-
ting to know RedShift. Follow the Visual Guide and try out the controls. Don’t worry
if you get lost in space; you can reset RedShift back to its default view at any time
by selecting Default Settings from the Controls menu.

ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS
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WHAT’S NEW IN REDSHIFT 2
Welcome to RedShift 2. Users of RedShift 1 will find many features that
make RedShift easier to use, as well as more information, updated and
improved photos and pictures, and a new location from which they can
observe the Solar System.

The main additions are:

Information

• The all-new Guided Tours feature (not to be confused with the Guided Tours in
RedShift 1) gives exciting animated introductions to major concepts and events in
astronomy. Dr. Jacqueline Mitton has specially scripted these tours, which are nar-
rated by Hannah Gordon;

• you can now locate your position on a comet, asteroid or space vehicle and travel
round the Solar System, experience dramatic views of Earth and other planets;

• you can now display all stars within a selected magnitude, regardless of zoom fac-
tor, giving beautiful views of the entire sky;

• many photos have been updated; new video sequences have been added;

• and a full surface map of Venus has been added to those of the Earth, Moon and
Mars.

Ease of Use

• The Object Filters Group Dialog box makes it easier to change        settings for
stars, deep sky, asteroids, comets, planets and moons;

• you can display the ecliptic grid and axes, which give you a clearer idea of your
position relative to the Sun;

• many other minor changes will be appreciated by RedShift users.
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RedShift 2 is operated using a combination of menus, dialog 
boxes and control panels. Dialog boxes are opened from 
menus. In certain cases, dialog boxes can also be opened
by clicking the        button on control panels.

The control panels have been designed to remain open while you are using
the software. There are 11 individual control panels grouped under two icon
bars: the Controls group and the Settings group. Panels can be opened and
closed by clicking the buttons in the two icon bars. Close panels you are not
using to see more of the sky.

Some panels contain
size boxes. Click these
buttons to open or
close part of the panel.

Some fields, such as
location name, step
through a list of
possible values each
time you click them.
For example: planet
names,  am/pm,
AD/BC, +/-, N/S, E/W.

Readouts are shown
as backlit displays.
These fields cannot be
selected or changed by
the user.

Panels can be dragged
to another part of the
screen.

Icon bars and panels
can be opened from
the Panels menu.

The four Settings
panels can be used
individually, or
together they work as
an astronomical
calculator. To apply
new settings you must
click OK.
Click a field to select it.
The contents of the
field are highlighted in
green when selected.
You can also select
each field in a panel in
sequence by pressing
the Tab key.

Enter new values or
click and hold down on
the arrow buttons to
change values.

buttons open dialog
boxes. The same  dia-
log boxes can be
opened using the
Find... commands in
the Controls menu.

OPERATING REDSHIFT 2 CONTROLS SETTINGS
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RedShift 2 places no upper limit on the
size a planet image is displayed at.
Large planet images take longer to
change than small planet images.
Remember, all the time RedShift is cal-
culating the position of planets, the Sun
and the stars. If at any time the screen
goes black, you may be looking at the
dark side of a planet. To check, turn
phases off in the Planets dialog box
(Display, Object Filters, Planets...).

RedShift features many tutorials. 
Click the                button to start a tutor-
ial. Open the Tutorials window by select-
ing Information, Tutorials ....

The Instructions panel tells you how to
run the tour.

At the end of a tutorial, click Return on
the Instructions panel to see more tutori-
als, or close the Instructions panel to
continue using the software normally

To reset RedShift to its default settings
after running a tutorial, select Default
Settings from the Controls menu.

CONTROL PANEL ICONS SETTINGS PANEL ICONS

CONTROL TIME TIME

POSITION (Move Around Planet) LOCATION

FOLLOW PLANET CENTER ON

DIRECTION ZOOM

MOVIE RECORDER
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RedShift 2 opens with a view of the sky above the local horizon of the Earth. Time is the current time set on your computer.
On Windows computers the initial view is from London, England, looking directly North. On Macintosh computers the initial view is from the
location set in the Map control panel, looking directly North.

Planets are shown
as colored dots 
when distant.

Click these buttons to
increase or decrease
the Zoom factor. The
Zoom factor can also
be changed using the
+ and - keys on the
keyboard or by using
the Zoom      settings
panel.

The Status Panel gives information on your location, direction & time (select Panels, Status ).

EXPLORING THE SKY

Double click on any
point to center on it.

Stars are shown as
colored dots. Color
denotes spectral
properties of the star.

Galaxies and other
deep sky objects
outside of our galaxy
are marked as blue
symbols.

Clicking the four
arrows on the
Direction panel moves
the direction of view
by the number of
degrees shown in the
Move step.

Change the Move
step value to increase
or decrease the
amount the arrows
change the direction
of view.

The Zoom Factor is
changed by entering a
new value. A value of
0.2 will display a com-
plete celestial sphere. 

After entering values
in the Settings panels,
click OK or press
Return/Enter to apply
them.
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The Filter panel allows
you to switch on and
off the display of
objects, constellations
and grids (select
Panels, Filter s).
You can also open the
related dialog boxes
by holding down
CTRL(z for
Macintosh) when you
click a Filter panel but-
ton.

Use the Display menu to change views or
projections. See page 30 for details.

The Display options for objects,     con-
stellations and grids can be set through
dialog boxes. These are accessed from
the Display menu.

Drag a marquee (holding down the
mouse button) to zoom in on an area of
the sky. To zoom out, hold down CTRL
(option for Macintosh) and drag a
marquee. The marquee will have no
effect if you are locked on an object.

Click on any object to display its  name
and technical data. The selected object
is indicated. Click Center to center on the
selected object, or Reports to get a visi-
bility report (see page 51). Click OK to
close the object window.

Find and center on any object using the
Find Object dialog box (select
Contr ols, Find Object ... ). Select
the type of object and type of name you
want to search on. Search for an object
by entering the first few letters of its
name in the search field (see page 27 for
more information).
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RedShift 2 has filter dialog bo xes that allo w you to contr ol the wa y you see objects in the sky suc h as planets, moons and star s - for
example , you can c hoose whether y ou see moon orbits, what ma gnitude of star s will be visib le in the sky , or what ma gnification will
be used to sho w you the ima ge of a par ticular planet. A related set of filter dialog bo xes is gr ouped in the Displa y men u under Object
Filter s...

By altering the settings under this gr oup dialog y ou can create a par ticular vie w of the astr onomical e vent y ou are obser ving, whic h
emphasises the inf ormation that interests y ou. You can contr ol settings f or Star s, Deep Sky , Aster oids, Comets, Planets and Moons.

To access the Object Filter s Group dialog select Displa y, Object Filter s... or CTRL+any of the featured objects in the filter panel (eg.
CTRL+Stars, etc ; z+Stars for Macintosh).

EXPLORING THE SKY - Object Filters Group dialog

To shift between the different kinds of object accessible in the
group dialog, click on a tab to bring your chosen dialog to the
front.
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The Star Filter dialog lets y ou contr ol whic h star s are displa yed and whic h you pref er to filter out.  Y ou can also s witc h star labels on
or off , mark m ultiple star systems and v ariab le star s.

To access the Star Filter dialog select Displa y, Object Filter s... and c lic k on the Star s tab, or CTRL+Star s (z+Stars for Macintosh) in
the Filter s panel.

Use the Magnitude slider to control the 
upper and lower magnitude limits for the
stars to be displayed (the left hand triangle
on the magnitude slider indicates the upper
limit, the right triangle the lower limit).
RedShift 2 is pre-set to display stars with
magnitudes between -1.6 and 6.2 (dimmer
stars have higher magnitude     values).
These are the stars visible to the naked eye.  

To display all stars within the magnitudes
and spectra you have selected, regardless of
their distance from your observation point,
switch off zoom-dependent filtering. This
attractive new feature will greatly increase
the number of stars on view. Note that you
will find RedShift takes longer to redraw the
screen, as it now has to calculate for all pos-
sible stars, rather than just those within your
range of vision. It may be better to use this
feature for fixed rather than moving views,
depending on the speed of your computer.

To label stars select a star label type from
the Labels pop-up menu. Note  that not all
stars have proper names.

To display only those stars from a     specif-
ic star catalog, select a catalog name from
the Catalog filter pop-up menu.

Click Mark binaries to mark binary and
multiple stars (RedShift places      beside
each binary and multiple star).  Click Mark
variables to mark variable stars (RedShift
places       beside each variable star).

To alter the intensity and luminosity of artifi-
cial colours used to display the stars,
adjust these sliders.

EXPLORING THE SKY - Star Filter dialog

Stellar Spectral T ypes Stellar Luminosity Classes

Type Color Temp (C°) I Very bright super giants
Ia Bright super giants

M9 - M0 red 3000 - 3500 Ib Supergiants
K9 - K0 orang e 3500 - 5000 II Bright giants
G9 - G0 yello wish 5000 - 6000 III Giants
F9 - F0 white 6000 - 7500 IV Subgiants
A9 - A0 bluish 7500 - 11000 v Main sequence
B9 - B0 blue 11000 - 25000 vI Subdwarfs
O9 - O0 blue 25000 - 40000 vII White d warfs

To distinguish whether a
star is a giant, a dwarf, or
lies on the main sequence,
astronomers assign stars a
luminosity class. Use the
Luminosity slider to control
the upper and lower lumi-
nosity class limits (see
table).

A star’s spectral type can
be used as a filter. For
example you may wish to
display only cool stars or
only F-type stars. Use the
Spectra slider to control
the upper and lower spec-
tral type limits (see table).
A star's spectrum relates
directly to its mass, tem-
perature, brightness and
age.  Cool stars are
shown red: hotter stars
look bluish.
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RedShift 2 lets y ou vie w over 40,000 deep space objects (these are more commonl y ref erred to as deep sky objects and are sho wn as
light b lue symbols).  Deep sky objects are mostl y those located outside our Galaxy . The Deep Sky Filter dialog lets y ou contr ol whic h
deep sky objects are displa yed.

To access the Deep Sky Filter dialog select Displa y, Object Filter s... and c lic k on the Deep Sky tab, or CTRL+Deep Sky (z+Deep Sky for
Macintosh) in the Filter s panel.

To label deep sky objects select a label
type from the Labels pop-up menu.  Note
that not all deep sky objects have proper
names.

Use the Magnitude slider to control      the
upper and lower magnitude limits for the
deep sky objects to be displayed (the left
hand triangle on the magnitude     slider
indicates the upper limit, the right triangle
the lower limit).  RedShift is      pre-set to
display deep sky objects with magnitudes
between 0 and 6.2 (dimmer deep sky
objects have higher            magnitude val-
ues).  These are the deep sky objects visi-
ble to the naked eye.

Click the various deep sky object type buttons to
switch the display of deep sky objects on and off. 
The symbols used by RedShift are shown beside
each button.

Click Default to reset the deep sky filter to
its pre-set settings

Click Invert to switch selected object types
off and show all object types not currently
selected.

Click All to switch all object types on.

EXPLORING THE SKY - Deep Sky Filter dialog
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RedShift 2 lets y ou vie w 5,011 aster oids. Aster oids (also kno wn as minor planets) are sho wn as pink dots. If all the aster oids are dis -
played this will slo w do wn the speed at whic h RedShift operates.

To access the Aster oid Filter dialog select Displa y, Object Filter s... and c lic k on the Aster oid tab, or CTRL+Asteroids (z+Asteroids for
Macintosh) in the Filter panel.

Although the biggest known asteroid Ceres
is 911 km in diameter, most   asteroids are
very small.  Use the Diameter slider to con-
trol the upper and lower diameter limits of
the asteroids to be displayed (the left hand
triangle on the Diameter slider indicates
the upper limit, the right hand triangle the
lower limit).  RedShift is pre-set to display
asteroids with diameters between 1000
and 100 kilometers.

To label asteroids with their name or num-
ber click Show names.

Click the various asteroids group buttons to
switch the display of asteroids groups on
and off.

Another important characteristic of
an asteroid is its eccentricity.
Use the Eccentricity slider to control
the upper and lower eccentricity limits
of the asteroids to be displayed.

RedShift lets y ou vie w almost one hundred shor t-period comets.  Comets are sho wn as b lue dots.

To access the Comet Filter dialog select Displa y, Sky Objects... and c lic k on the Comet tab, or CTRL+Comets (z+Comets for Macintosh) in
the Filter panel.

EXPLORING THE SKY - Asteroid Filter dialog & Comet Filter dialog

To label comets select a label type
from the Labels pop-up menu.  Note
that not all comets have proper names.
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The sky is divided into 88 constellations.  Astr onomer s use them as a con venient wa y to locate and name celestial objects.  The
boundar y of eac h constellation f orms an irregular pol ygon.  P eople of the ancient Mid dle East belie ved that when the y connected the
brightest star s of a constellation the y could see patterns whic h formed ima ges of fab led creatures.  These ga ve the names to the
original 12 constellations of the Zodiac.

To access the Constellations Filter dialog select Displa y, Constellations... or CTRL+Constells (z+Constells for Macintosh) in the Filter

Click Show boundaries to 
display constellation outlines.

Click Show patterns to display
constellation patterns.

Click constellation names to 
switch individual constellations on
and off.

To change the way constellation names are
displayed choose a type of name from the
Names pop-up menu.  RedShift 2 defaults to
showing full Latin names.

Click None, Zodiacal, Invert or All to switch selected
constellations on and off quickly.  Zodiacal displays only
the 12 constellations of the zodiac.  Invert switches
selected constellations off and displays all constellations
not currently selected.

EXPLORING THE SKY - Constellation Filter dialog
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RedShift 2 lets y ou displa y equatorial grids.

To access the Grid Filter dialog select Displa y, Grids... or CTRL+Grids (z+Grids for Macintosh) in the Filter panel.

To label grid parallels and meridians,
click Label Grid

To select distances between    meridi-
ans and parallels, click Coarse,
Medium or Fine.

EXPLORING THE SKY - Grid Filter dialog
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The Horizon Filter dialog lets y ou contr ol ho w the horizon is displa yed.  Note that a horizon can onl y be visib le when using Horizon
view.

To access the Horizon Filter dialog select Displa y, Horizon... or CTRL+Horizon (z+Horizon for Macintosh) in the Filter panel.

Click Transparent to show the horizon as a line.
Click Opaque to shade the area below the horizon;
all celestial objects below the horizon continue to be
visible. Click Filled to fill the area below the horizon;
celestial objects below the horizon are hidden.
RedShift is pre-set to display an opaque horizon.

EXPLORING THE SKY - Horizon Filter dialog
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The Marker Filter dialog lets y ou contr ol whic h lines and points are displa yed.

To access the Marker Filter dialog select Displa y, Marker s... or CTRL+Markers (z+Markers for Macintosh) in the Filter panel.

Click Horizon line, Celestial equator or Ecliptic to
display these lines. Click Vernal equinox,
Celestial poles, Ecliptic poles or Zenith/Nadir
to display these points.  RedShift 2 is pre-set to
show all lines and points when Markers is
selected in the Filters panel.

To display the ecliptic grid and axes, click
the relevant box. Because the ecliptic
shows the orbital plane swept out by the
earth in relation to the sun, these lines can
help clarify your position in the solar sys-
tem.

EXPLORING THE SKY - Marker Filter dialog
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RedShift 2 lets you set the date and time anywhere between 4712 BC and 11,000 AD using the Time settings panel. Time can be made to run
faster using the Control Time panel. This is useful when simulating astronomical events which may take hours or years to happen.

To run time faster, select
Control Time from the
Controls menu, or click
the      button in the
Controls icon bar.

Local time on Earth.
Change to simulate
astronomical events.
Date can be set
between 4712 BC and
11,000 AD.

Change from
European to US date
format using
Preferences

Local time cannot be
set when your location
is not on Earth.

WORKING WITH TIME

To enter a new time and date,
select Set Time from the
Controls menu or click the 
button in the Settings icon bar.

Runs time backwards or
forwards in current steps
(time tracking).

After tracking time, click-
ing Reset resets the
time and date in the
Time settings panel to
its previous value. Time at Greenwich

Meridian with no day-
light saving (GMT).

Astronomical units   of
time (see the
Dictionary of
Astronomy).

Click to reset time to
the current time set on
your computer.
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Normally RedShift 2 automatically
adjusts the epoch to that of the time set
in the Time Settings panel so as to
allow for the effects of precession. In
some circumstances you may wish to
set a different epoch. To do this, use
the Epoch dialog (Contr ols,
Epoc h...). The epoch can only be
changed when displaying a Mercator or
Polar projection.

RedShift can calculate the actual motion
of planets and other objects as each
minute passes. Start real time by select-
ing Start Time from the Controls menu.

will flash in the Time Settings panel
while real time is running. Select Stop
Time from the Controls menu to stop
real time.

For each 15° west of Greenwich, local time lags behind Universal Time by one hour. As local time is
known, Universal Time can be calculated from it by reference to the longitude currently set in the Location
Settings panel. RedShift does this automatically, and shows the calculated offset in the Time zone field
(Location panel). Because of local variations in daylight saving (and adjustments which are sometimes
made to standardise time within civil boundaries) it may be necessary to    over-ride this automatic calcu-
lation by changing the value in the Time zone field.
1. If the Time zone field is set to automatic (i.e. it is backlit) click manual before trying to enter a new
value.
2. Enter the number of hours difference between local time at your chosen location, and Universal time
(GMT). This will change local time, while keeping Universal time constant.
3. Now enter the correct local time for your chosen location in the Location Settings panel and click OK.
Universal time will be set correctly.

The Time settings panel (and the
Location and Center On panels) are
locked while time tracking is operating.

To stop time tracking, click      in the
Control Time panel .
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RedShift 2 lets y ou set y our location an ywhere on Ear th or an y other planet or moon. Y ou can also c hoose a heliocentric location:
that is an ywhere in space within the Solar System. RedShift also allo ws y ou to set y our location on a comet or aster oid. 

To find and set a named
location on Earth, Moon or
Mars use Choose Location
from the Controls menu.

Click OK or press
Return/Enter to apply
your new  location set-
tings.

Click to open the Find
Location dialog.

For Planets/Moons,
you can choose
whether to be located
on the surface of the
object, or to observe
from the co-ordinates
of its center.

Click on a value first to
select it, then use the
up and down arrows to
change the height or
longitudinal or latitudi-
nal measurements.

WORKING WITH LOCATION

To set position around a planet or moon choose Move around
Planet from the Controls menu or click the       button in the
Controls icon bar. See Move around Planet (page 31) for more
information.

To set location, choose
Set Location from the
Controls menu or click 
the       button in the
Settings icon bar.

Click to cycle through
Planets/Moons, Comets,
Asteroids and
Heliocentric locations.

The name of the     
location is indicated
here.

Enter height. When your
location is set on a plan-
et or moon, height can
be entered in meters.
With heliocentric loca-
tion, distance is mea-
sured in        astronomi-
cal units (a.u) from the
Sun. Changing location
to another planet or
moon helps you observe
nearby objects in close-
up.

Heliocentric location lets
you observe from any-
where in space within
100 astronomical units
of the Sun.

When your location is
set on Earth, RedShift
calculates the differ-
ence in hours,
between your local
time and Universal
time. See Working
with Time (page 17)
for an explanation of
the effects of daylight
saving.
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Use Choose Location to enter a new longi-
tude and latitude on any planet, moon,
comet, asteroid - or a heliocentric location
(position in relation to the Sun). Click W or E
to the right of the longitude field to change
between West and East longitudes. Click N or
S to the right of the latitude field to change
between North and South latitudes. You can
also specify your height above the object’s
surface. For Earth, Moon, Mars or Venus, the
Show Map button will be available: click on
this button to show the Planet Map dialog for
working with surface maps and gazetteers of
these planets; this dialog is explained over-
leaf.

RedShift 2 allows you to locate your position
on asteroids or comets. Select asteroids or
comets from the pop-up menu, then choose
your location from the list (objects with well-
known names come after the numbers at the
top). 

If a planet has a moon,     appears to the
left of the location name field. To set your
location to one of the planet's moons
click       and the location name field will
now step through the planet's moons.

Set your location on a moon to get close-
up views of its parent planet (or other
moons).
Clicking       will return you to stepping
through planets.

The paths of comets and asteroids selected via the Choose Location dialog are calculated using RedShift’s stan-
dard orbital mathematics.  For minor objects such as comets, asteroids and spacecraft, this math is not accurate
enough to model all the gravitational forces at work.

A special calculas has been developed for a limited number of objects which enables their orbits to be modelled
ever more accurately.  Choose EEvveennttss, SSppaaccee  FFlliigghhtt
(see page 23).
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The Planet Map dialog lets y ou set y our obser ving location to an y point on the surface of the Ear th, Moon or Mar s.  RedShift 2 lets
you c hoose fr om a list of named sites, or enter longitude and latitude co-or dinates.

To access the Planet Map dialog select Contr ols, Choose Location, then c hoose y our planet and press the Sho w Map b utton.

To set a new observing       
location on Earth, Moon, Mars or
Venus enter the required values
in the longitude and  latitude
fields.  Click W or E to the right
of the longitude field to change
between West and East longi-
tudes.  Click N or S to the right
of the latitude field to change
between North and South lati-
tudes.  Click Apply to use the
selected location for observing.

To move around the map  more
quickly set Draft option on (low
resolution mode).

To display the names of towns
and cities or observatories on
the map use the Labels       pop-
up menu.  If you have selected
Moon, Mars or Venus you can
display features or landing sites.

To set a new location on Earth,
Moon, Mars or Venus           dou-
ble-click any point in the map
window. 

Zoom in on any area of the map
by dragging a marquee (holding
down the mouse    button).  To
zoom out, hold down CTRL
(option for Macintosh) and drag
a         marquee (when you
release the mouse button the
map will be re-drawn to fit an
equivalent area of map in the
map window).  The map scale
can also be changed by entering
a new value in the Scale field.
Switch between km/cm and
miles/inch by clicking on the
scale units to the right of the
field.

To switch grids on and off, or choose
between different types of grid, use
the Grid pop-up menu.

To change between Earth, Moon,
Mars or Venus, use the Planet   pop-
up menu.

WORKING WITH LOCATION - Planet Map dialog
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To select a location from the list of named sites click Sites.
The Gazetteer window will be displayed. Enter the first few
letters of the site name in the Find field. The list will jump to
the nearest alphabetic point in the gazetteer. Select a site
name by clicking on it. Click OK to change observing loca-
tion to the selected site.  Note that additional information
about the location is displayed to the right of the gazetteer
list.

To move quickly to a new area of a planet,
click Globe. The Globe window will be dis-
played. Use the arrows to spin the locator
globe. Use the North and South buttons to
view the globe from above and below.
Move the yellow rectangle around the
globe by moving the mouse. Click any
point on the globe, then click OK, to move
the map to the selected area. Note that
the red cross indicates the point that the
map will be centered on. The size of the
yellow rectangle varies depending on the
current scale of the map.

Use the pop-up menu to change
between the Earth, Moon, Mars or
Venus gazetteers.

Click to switch between a list of towns
& cities or observatories (features or
landing sites if you have selected the
Moon, Mars or Venus).
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SPACE FLIGHT

Space Flight is a ne w feature of RedShift 2 that allo ws y ou to take a ride on a n umber of e xceptionall y interesting space objects,
inc luding Ear th satellites, spacecraft, space pr obes, comets and aster oids. It emplo ys detailed coor dinate data and higher -level
calculus to give a realistic account of eac h object’ s journe y thr ough space , recreating the influence of per turbing f orces—especiall y
the gra vitational eff ects of nearb y planets. Y ou can either look at the object as it tra vels, or fr om it as an obser vation point.

To enter space flight c lic k the Space Flight b utton in the star tup screen or c hoose Events, Space Flight... 

Locate me on it is activated by default; this view
uses the space flight object as your viewing
platform. 

Show me it gives a view of the object from a preset point
in space.

When you choose
Manual settings,
RedShift establishes the
location coordinates,
time setting and calculus
for the object, but no
other parameters are
reset.

The Space Flight dialog box gives you a list
of folders that contain settings for different
objects. Double-click a folder to open it, then
click a setting to select it. Some objects have
more than one settings file; when you start
time running, their settings files play end to
end so that you can travel through the Solar
System with the object. You can of course
stop time to observe planets at your leisure.

The dialog opens with buttons preset; if they
are altered, next time you open the dialog in
your RedShift session your choice will be
shown and applied to further settings.

To end your session click Stop space flight session (if you want
to preserve your view but change to a new date, switching off the
special calculus), or  select Contr ols, Default Settings...
(to start afresh).

Recommended settings
&  controls for the object
gives the most interesting
combination of time,
magnitude and
appearance settings for
the scene you survey
with the object. When you
first open the Space
Flight dialog box,
Recommended settings
are selected by default.
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When RedShift has implemented the default
Recommended settings and redrawn the screen, start
time running to enjoy the sequence. Within
Recommended settings & controls you can alter all
settings except date, time and time steps. If you switch
to Manual settings you can adjust date and time steps.
This allows you to conduct your own experiments with
time, and build up viewing settings to follow your own
interests. However, manual adjustment of date and
time can sometimes result in very long calculations.

• RedShift space flight calculus does not
take account of the facts that spacecraft
land, and comets vaporize on impact
with a planet—so an object that crashes
or lands may appear to pass through a
planet’s center.

• If the Locate me on it button is dimmed

in the Space Flight dialog box, you will
need to close one or more of the Follow
planet, Position, Zoom or Location
panels before you   can use it.

• If you want to locate yourself on a
special object without resetting time, do
so using Choose Location or the

Location panel.

• If you alter the settings panels, the OK
light glows red to show that you must
click it to confirm changes.

Ar tificial objects
orbiting Ear th

Space Station:
Mir

Satellites:
ERS-1
Lageos-1
Lageos-2
Etalon
Interball
Granat
Geostationary Satellite

Earth missions
to other planets

Manned Spacecraft:
Apollo 13

Space pr obes:
Venera-7
Venera-13
Voyager 1
Voyager 2 
Vega-1
Phobos-2
Ulysses
Galileo

Natural objects

Aster oids and Comets:
Icarus
Toutatis
Hale-Bopp
Russel 1
Shoemaker-Levy 9

S P A C E  F L I G H T  O B J E C T S
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RedShift 2 lets you center your view on any location or any object in space.

To display the Center On panel
choose Set Direction from the
Controls menu or click the      
button in the Settings icon bar.

To display the Control Direction
panel choose Control Direction
from the Controls menu or click
the      button in the Controls icon
bar.

Click these icons to
increase or decrease
the Zoom factor. The
Zoom factor can also
be changed using the
+ and - keys on the
keyboard or by using
the Zoom     settings
panel.

WORKING WITH DIRECTION

Clicking the four
arrows on the
Direction panel moves
the direction of view
by the      number of
degrees shown in the
Move step.

Change the Move
step value to increase
or decrease the
amount the arrows
change the direction
of view.

While observing from
Earth direction can be
set using Altitude and
Azimuth. Enter values
and click OK.

Direction can be set
using Right Ascension
and Declination. Enter
new values and click
OK.

For an explanation of
co-ordinate systems
see the Dictionary of
Astronomy.
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To center on a planet choose Center on
Planet from the Controls menu. See
Center on Planet (page 35) for instruc-
tions.

Find and center on any object using the
Find Object dialog (Contr ols, Find
Object... ). See Find Object dialog
(page 27) for further explanation.

Click on any object to display its name
and technical data. The selected object is
indicated. Click Center to center on the
selected object, or Reports to get a visibil-
ity report (see page 51). Click
Ephemerides to get a location report (see
page 29). Click OK to close the object
window.
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Choose the type of object you want to
search for using the Object type pop-up
menu.  If you choose stars or deep sky
objects you will also need to choose the
type of name to search on.

Click to choose what you want RedShift to
do when the selected object has been
found.

RedShift 2 lets y ou find an y object in its catalogs of star s, aster oids, comets or deep sky objects, or to find an y planet, moon or
constellation.  Using the Find Object dialog y ou can also c hoose whether to automaticall y center and loc k on the object.

To access the Find Object dialog select Contr ols, Find object... or c lic k       on the Center On panel.

WORKING WITH DIRECTION - Find Object dialog

Enter letters or numbers in the field at the 
bottom of the list of object names. The 
object names list will jump to the first name (or number) that starts with the letters you have entered.
Click OK to find the selected object. Some of the object lists are very long (for example the SAO num-
bers list).
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When the selected object is displayed it will be
highlighted with arrows. If you have chosen to
display information about the object, the
Object window may obscure the object. Drag
the Object window to see if the selected object
is behind it. If the selected object is behind
another larger object (for example a moon
behind a planet) you will see the arrows
marking the object’s location, but not the object.

RedShift 2 lets y ou access detailed tec hnical data about an y object.

To access the Object windo w clic k on an y object, or set Sho w inf ormation when using the Find Object dialog.

If media links are available (video, 
photos, guided tours or tutorials) they will
be highlighted at the top of the dialog. Click
to go to the media.

Underlined words or phrases are linked to
the Dictionary of Astronomy. The     cursor
changes to        when it is over a linked
word. Click to display the entry in the
Dictionary.

Click to center on the object.

Click to get an Ephemerides report - see page
29 for more information.

Click to get a visibility report - see Visibility
Reports (page 51) for more information.

Scroll down to see additional information.

WORKING WITH DIRECTION - Object window
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You can select Universal Time,
Ephemeris Time, or local time; see
the Dictionary of Astronomy for
explanations.

The steps can be in minutes, hours,
days or years.

The number of steps leapt         at a
time can be adjusted here.

RedShift 2 can prepare and print repor ts on the celestial coor dinates of an y object; this is called a tab le of Ephemerides.

To access Ephemerides, c lic k on the object, or set Sho w inf ormation when using the Find Object dialog; then c lic k on Ephemerides.

The table will show the right ascension, declination, distance in astronomical units, azimuth and altitude for the object for a number of steps.

OBJECT WINDOW - EPHEMERIDES REPORTS

Press compute
first, then print.

RedShift will compute up to
999 steps in one calculation.
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A computer screen is flat, so the methods of displa ying the sky and sky objects on the screen necessaril y involve methods of distor -
tion. The vie ws and pr ojections aspects a vailab le on the Displa y men u allo w you to make c hoices about these methods.

To select the diff erent vie ws and pr ojections outlined belo w, select Displa y... then the c hosen aspect.

Telescope vie ws
These views show the sky as seen by an observer with the naked eye, or through a telescope.

Horizon view
This is the normal view seen by an observer standing on the planet’s (or moon’s) surface.

Equatorial view
This is the view with the horizon removed, and the main horizontal axis of the view aligned parallel to the Earth’s equator.

Ecliptic view
This is the view with the horizon removed, and the main horizontal axis of the view aligned parallel to the plane of the ecliptic. Most of the planets lie in
this plane.

Galactic view
This is the view with the horizon removed, and the main horizontal axis of the view aligned parallel to the galactic equator - i.e. the central plane of our
galaxy. Most objects in our galaxy - e.g. star clusters - lie in this plane.

Atlas vie ws
These views indicate methods of projection based on terrestrial geography. RedShift switches to one or another projection depending on which will
provide the least distortion.

Mercator projection
This is a view of the sky as projected onto a cylinder whose center is the planet’s equator.

Polar projection
This a view of the sky as projected onto a sphere whose vertical axis is a pole.

Whether Mercator or polar projection is available depends on your declination, ie the angle of your telescope North or South of the planet’s equator.

VIEWS AND PROJECTIONS
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Move Ar ound Planet allo ws y ou to select an y planet, the Sun or the Moon, and mo ve around in space to vie w it fr om an y direction.
You can also mo ve closer or fur ther a way fr om the object.

To Move around Planet, select Move around Planet from the
Controls menu, or click        in the controls icon bar.

Move around Planet is normally used in conjunction with the
Control Time panel. See Working with Time (page 17) for
instructions on controlling time.

Close the Position panel to change your direction of view.

Click to display a trail of
symbols showing the orbit
of planets.

Change units of time
(minutes, hours, days,
years) and the number of
units for each time step.

An asterisk denotes a
planet with moons.

Readout shows 
current longitude, 
latitude and distance from
planet.

RedShift 2 can display
and move around the sur-
face of 11 objects in the
solar system. Select a
new object by clicking an
object button.

Run time forwards or back-
wards to watch the object
rotate.

Drag the pointers to
change the longitude and
latitude at the center of the
planet image. The small
arrows allow fine adjust-
ment.

Arrows allow fine   adjust-
ment of distance.

Drag pointer to change dis-
tance from the planet.

Blue bar indicates orbit of
outermost moon.

PLANETS AND MOONS 1 - Move around Planet
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Use the Planets dialog (Displa y,
Object Filter s, Planets... ) to
switch phases, atmosphere and grids
on and off. Use planet Magnification
sliders to enlarge the scale of the plan-
et image. See Planet Filter dialog (page
37) for further explanation.
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Follow Planet lets you select any planet or the Moon, view it from any one of six fixed positions in space, then track the object as it moves
through its orbit. You can also move closer or further away from the object.

To Follow Planet, select Motion following Planet from the
Controls menu, or click        in the Controls icon bar.

Follow Planet should be used in conjunction with the
Control Time panel. See Working with Time for instructions
on controlling time.

Follow Planet initially locks your direction of view on the
selected planet. Unlock to change direction of view
(Contr ols, Unloc k...).

Click to draw the orbital
path of an object.

Change units of time
(minutes, hours, days,
years) and the number
of units for each time
step. Use longer time
steps to track the object
through its orbit.

An asterisk denotes a
planet with moons.

Drag pointer to change dis-
tance from the planet.

Follow planet displays
and tracks the motion of
10 objects in the solar
system. Select a new
object by clicking an
object button.

PLANETS AND MOONS 2 - Follow Planet

Run time forwards or backwards to
track the object's orbit.

Readout shows current position and
distance from object.

Click one of the six position buttons
to view the planet from a different
direction.

Inward: between the Sun and
the planet.

Leading: ahead of the planet
with the Sun to your right.

Above: looking down on the
northern hemisphere.

Trailing: behind the planet with
the Sun to your left.

Below: looking up at the south-
ern hemisphere.

Outward: with the planet
between you and the sun (always
in shadow unless phases switched
off).
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Use the Planets dialog (Displa y,
Object Filter s, Planets... ) to
switch phases, atmosphere and grids
on and off. Use planet Magnification
sliders to enlarge the scale of the plan-
et image. See Planet Filter dialog (page
37) for further explanation.

Use the Filter panel (Displa y, Show
Filter P anel ) to switch constellations,
grids and markers on when tracking the
planet through its orbit.
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RedShift 2 lets y ou center y our vie w on an y planet, moon or the Sun. Set y our location to a nearb y planet or moon to g et a close up
view.

Center on Planet is normally used
in conjunction with the Control Time
panel. See Working with Time (page
17) for instructions on controlling time.

Choose Center on Planet
from the Controls menu  and
pick a planet from the
sub-menu.

Run time forwards or
backwards to watch the
planet rotate and orbit.
Distance from the planet
may vary over time,
depending on your loca-
tion.

Clicking the four arrows
on the Direction panel
moves the direction of
view by the number of
degrees shown in the
Move Step.

You cannot change your
direction of view if you are
locked on an object. A
check mark here shows
you are locked on an
object. Click to unlock.

Change the Move Step
value to increase or
decrease the amount the
arrows change the direc-
tion of view.

The Zoom Factor is
changed by entering a
new value.

Click these icons to
increase or decrease the
Zoom factor. The Zoom
factor can also be
changed using the + and -
keys on the keyboard or
by using the Zoom set-
tings panel.

PLANETS AND MOONS 3 - Center on Planet
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Once you have centered on a planet
choose Lock (Control menu) before you
run time, otherwise the planet will move
out of view as it follows its orbit. You
cannot change your direction of view
while you are locked on an object.

Use the Planet Filter dialog (Displa y,
Object Filter s...) to display poles
and grids on planets, moons and the
Sun.

Another way to center on a planet or
moon is to click on the object to  display
an Object window. Then click Center in
the object identification window. You can
now lock the object as required.
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RedShift 2 pr ovides three-dimensional models f or the nine kno wn planets, their 35 most impor tant satellites (moons) plus Ear th's
Moon and the Sun.  Use the Planet Filter dialog to contr ol ho w the planets and moons are displa yed.

To access the Planet Filter dialog select Displa y, Object Filter s... and c lic k on the Planets tab, or CTRL+Planets (z+Planets for
Macintosh) in the Filter s panel.

PLANETS AND MOONS - Planet Filter dialog

Click buttons to select planet display options. Switching Show atmos-
phere off lets you view the surface of the Earth and Venus without cloud
cover.

To override any sets of labels or orbits you have switched on for particu-
lar planets, use the Master buttons here. Until the Master buttons are
switched on, you cannot affect individual planets’ labels or orbits.

If Show labels is switched off, then your selected labels for planets are
remembered by RedShift, but dimmed and not visible in the sky.

If Show orbits is switched off, then your selected orbits for planets are
remembered by RedShift, but dimmed and not visible in the sky.

RedShift is pre-set to display realistic
images of planets and their satellites
(moons). The surface of Mercury and
many satellites have only ever been par-
tially observed. Pluto and many of the
smaller satellites display no detail even
when observed through powerful tele-
scopes. These planetary objects appear
as discs rather than images. To display the
image of a planet click the planet's radio
button in the right-hand image column (or
click the general Image button to display
all planets and satellites as images).
To hide a planet click the planet’s radio
button in the left hand hide column (or click the general Hide
button to hide all planets and satellites).
To display a planet as a symbol click the planet’s radio button
in the Icon column (or click the general Icon button to display
all planets and Earth’s Moon as symbols).  Other satellites
cannot be shown as icons. The icons used are shown beside
planet names on the dialog box. 
To display a planet as a disc click the planet’s radio button in
the Disc column (or click the general Disc button to   display all
planets and satellites as discs). Displaying planets and satel-
lites as discs speeds up RedShift. If planets are shown as
discs you are still able to view    phases.

Use the Phases pop-up menu to switch phas-
es (shadows) on and off, or switch to Sharp
phases to see the exact edge of the shadow
(terminator). RedShift is pre-set to use
dithered phases. This gives planets and
moons the most realistic appearance.

Use the Grids pop-up menu to switch planet
surface grids on and off.  When grids are
switched on the prime (Greenwich) Meridian
and the Equator are shown in red. The Poles
only option marks the North and South poles
of a planet.
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Planets Period of Period of Major Moons Mean distance Period
rotation rotation from planet rotation

about axis about Sun (103km) about planet
(days)

Mercury 59d 88d Moon (earth) 384 27.3
Venus 243d 225d Phobos (Mars) 9.4 0.3
Earth 24h 365d Deimos (Mars) 23.5 1.3
Mars 25h 687d Lo (Jupiter) 422 1.8
Jupiter 10h 12y Europa (Jupiter) 671 3.6
Saturn 10h 29y Ganymede (Jupiter) 1070 7.2
Uranus 17h 84y Callisto (Jupiter) 1883 16.7
Neptune 16h 165y Mimas (Saturn) 186 0.9
Pluto 6h 248y Enceladus (Saturn) 238 1.4

Tethys (Saturn) 295 1.9
Dione (Saturn) 377 2.7
Rhea (Saturn) 527 4.5
Titan (Saturn) 1222 15.9
Hyperion (Saturn) 1481 21.3
Iapetus (Saturn) 3561 79.3
Ariel (Uranus) 191 2.5
Umbriel (Uranus) 266 4.1
Titania (Uranus) 436 8.7
Oberon (Uranus) 584 13.5
Triton (Neptune) 354 5.9
Nereid (Neptune) 5511 360.2
Charon (pluto) 19 6.4

Use magnification sliders to enlarge individual planet
or moon images. Enlarging moons can help when
viewing them in orbit around their   parent planet. 

You can switch individual labels and orbits
on and off with these buttons. Note that
they can be overridden by the Master
orbit/labels buttons.

RedShift can display both a planet’s orbit as a
solid line, and a label that tells you which planet
you are looking at. You can select which plan-
ets’ labels/orbits are displayed
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Double click on any point to center on it. Maps are large and very
detailed. They may take some time to load and move on larger
screens.
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To view surface maps of the Earth, Moon, Mars or Venus select Maps
from the Information Menu.

Switch Grids on & off.

Switch Labels on & off.

Using draft quality speeds
up map display.

Opens Gazetteer.

You may select
Northern, Equatorial
and Southern views.

Click to change viewing
location in main program.

Click to return to
normal sky view

MAPS

Click to display
locator globe.

Click to input Lat/Long,
Scale or choose option.

Center the yellow
box on the area you
wish to look at, click to
re-center the map.

Click the arrow keys to
rotate the globe.

Click to set Grid      and
Labels options.

Edit values to  change
longitude,  latitude and
scale. Click OK to
apply.
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Switch to surface maps of the Moon,
Mars or Venus by clicking the planet
name field in the bottom panel  section.
Click OK or press Enter to confirm
your choice.

Set Grid and Labels options by clicking the
button in the bottom panel section.

To find a named location (towns & cities
or observatories on Earth, craters or
landing sites on Moon, Mars and
Venus), click Find... in the bottom panel
section. See Find Location dialog (page
20) for further  explanation.

Return to normal sky viewing mode by
selecting Return from the Information
menu, or click Return in the icon bar.
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RedShift 2 contains the full y revised and updated P enguin Dictionar y of Astr onom y by Dr. Jacqueline Mitton, with ad ditional illustra -
tions and animations.

To Enter the Dictionary of Astronomy, select Dictionary of
Astronomy... from the Information menu. You can also reach the
Dictionary articles by clicking any words which are highlighted in
blue in the Photo Gallery or the Object Identification window.

Underlined words or phrases denote
cross-references. When the cursor passes
over a cross-reference, it changes to a     .
Click to link to the cross-reference.

If a subject described in the dictionary is fea-
tured in a movie, photo or as a section of a
guided tour, clicking on the link will take you to
the media.

DICTIONARY OF ASTRONOMY
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Click Contents to browse through the
Dictionary headings.

Click Index to search for a heading in the
Dictionary. Enter the first few       letters
in the Search field to jump to the nearest
word in the index.

Several illustrations have associated ani-
mations. To play an animation click the
icon. The animation will play in a sepa-
rate window. To stop the     animation,
close the animation        window.

Click Back to return to the previous arti-
cle you accessed. « and » take you to
the next and previous articles in the
Dictionary.

Click History to display a list of the arti-
cles you have accessed. Double click on
a heading to return directly to the associ-
ated article.
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Guided tour s are animations that e xplain major astr onomical themes or take y ou thr ough the sequence of an astr onomical e vent,
accompanied b y a commentar y. They form a visual intr oduction to some of the basic concepts of astr onom y. This is wh y, when y ou
open RedShift 2, y ou can either pr ogress to the Main Pr ogram or begin with the Guided T our s. To access Guided T our s fr om within
the Main Pr ogram, select Inf ormation, Guided T our s... This takes y ou to the Guided T our s Galler y. Choose an y tour b y clic king on its
button.

GUIDED TOURS

The tours are organised in sections. To leap to a specific section of the tour,
click in the progress bar that is displayed at the bottom of the tour window
when it starts running. The tour will leap to the beginning of the section
nearest to the mouse click. Similarly, you can click to go back if you want to
watch a section again. To leave the tour, click Back.

Users upgrading from RedShift 1 should note that it had a feature called
Guided Tours, but this has changed name in RedShift 2 and is now
described overleaf.
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Tutorials take y ou to a location and conjunction that sho w an exciting astr onomical e vent, and off er you ad vice on ho w to use con -
trol panels and filter s to activ ate the sim ulation. For this reason, the y are an e xcellent wa y of learning to use RedShift 2’ s sophisti -
cated f eatures. 
To access T utorials select Inf ormation, T utorials...

Users upgrading
from RedShift 1
should note that
Tutorials were
referred to as
Guided Tours in
that version, but
Guided Tours is
now a different
feature in RedShift
2; it is described
on page 43.

TUTORIALS

The Instructions
panel shows you a
description of your 
position in space
and time, and tells
you how to use the 
tour (Describe); the
Explore option gives
suggestions for
adjustments on the
control panels that
will change your
view and    the infor-
mation available to
you.

After using a
Tutorial, choose
Controls, Default
Settings to return to
the standard view of
the sky from Earth.

The tutorial will link you
to relevant images in the
Photo gallery.
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RedShift 2 contains o ver 700 full screen photographs of planets, moons, neb ulae , galaxies and other astr onom y related subjects.
RedShift also contains se veral shor t video sequences. Photographs are gr ouped b y subject star ting fr om the Sun and mo ving out -
wards to the most distant objects.

To Enter the Photo Gallery, select Photo Gallery... from the Information menu.

To Enter the Movie Gallery, select Movie Gallery... from the Information menu.

Click to link to a related
article in the Dictionary
of Astronomy.

Scroll down to see
additional photographs

Click here to view
the full screen
image.

PHOTO GALLERY & MOVIE GALLERY
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Click Contents to browse through the
headings which the photographs and
movies are grouped under. Click any
heading to view a list of available pho-
tographs or movies.

Click Index to search for a heading in the
Photo or Movie Gallery. Enter the first few
letters in the Search field to jump to the
nearest point in the index.

Use the Previous and Next buttons to
browse through the photographs, or
Return to go back to the Photo Gallery. 

In Movie Gallery, click        to play a
movie. To stop viewing the movie, close
the movie window.

Click History to display a list of the photo-
graph headings you have looked at.
Double click on a heading to return
directly to the list of photographs.

Click Back to return to the previous
heading you accessed. « and » take
you to the next and previous headings
in the Photo Gallery.
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Movie Recorder lets you record Quicktime  movies of the views created in RedShift 2. These can be used in other applications that
support Quicktime.

Use pause while setting
up a new view.

Click here to start record-
ing. A new frame will be
recorded each time the
view changes.

The total number of
frames recorded so far.

To use the Movie Recorder, select Movie Recorder from the
Controls menu, or click the         button in the Controls icon bar.

Movie Recorder may be used in conjunction with any of the
other panels, though normally Control Time will be used.

Warning - movies take up a lot of space on your disk drive.
Keep them short to conserve space.

The number of seconds
your movie will run for.

MOVIE RECORDER

Use the Control Time
panel while recording to
capture planets and stars
in motion.

Click here to add images
one frame at a time.

The number of frames
your movie will show
each second.
The number of frames
your computer will be
able to play back is
dependent on the speed
of your computer.
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To run Movie Recorder you must first
enter a file name for the new movie.
Once you have chosen a file name click
on OK.
A movie frame will appear in the   cen-
ter of the screen. This can be moved by
dragging the title bar, or resized by
dragging the bottom right corner.
To begin recording, press     .
Use Control Time and other panels to
create additional frames.

When you press the        button in the
Movie Recorder panel, your movie will
appear in a new window. Click the play
button to view it.

Click Options in the Movie Recorder
panel to choose what information is dis-
played over the movie you record.

To replay a previously saved movie,
select Open Movie... from the File menu.
An Open File dialog will appear.
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The Conjunction finder predicts the conjunction of tw o or more planets f or an y period between 4712 BC and 11000 AD .  The
Conjunction finder also w orks with the Moon and Sun.
The Conjunction finder can predict conjunctions vie wable fr om an y of the planets (inc luding Ear th) or fr om a heliocentric location,
as set in the Location panel.

To access the Conjunction Finder c hoose Events, Conjunctions....

RedShift 2 displays the date and time
of every conjunction which occurs
within your selected period. After
selecting a conjunction, click Apply to
simulate the event.

Enter the start and end dates for your
search. Select AD or BC.

Click two or more object names to find
their conjunction

Click to execute the search. Search button
changes to Stop  during a search. Click
Stop to terminate the search; the results
of the search remain available.

Click to print a report on the results of
your search.

Click to simulate a conjunction selected
from the Search results list. If you apply a
simulation, RedShift will change your cur-
rent time and direction settings.

Enter the maximum value for the angular separation of the objects
(up to a maximum of 5 degrees).

The number of conjunctions found will depend on the number    of
objects selected and their distance from each other. For         the
inner planets a maximum period of 100 years is                    recom-
mended. Searching for conjunctions between the outer planets will
take longer.

EVENTS - Conjunction Finder
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Eclipse finder predicts the occurrence of Solar and Lunar ec lipses f or an y period between 4712 BC and 11000 AD . 
Eclipse finder can onl y predict ec lipses whic h are vie wable fr om Ear th.

To access Ec lipse Finder c hoose Ec lipses fr om the Events men u.

Click if you wish to limit your search to
those eclipses which are visible only
from the current location setting.

RedShift 2 displays the date and time
of every eclipse which occurs within
your selected period. Select an eclipse
to get further information about the cir-
cumstances of the eclipse. Once you
have selected an eclipse, click Apply to
simulate the event

Click Solar or Lunar to search for 
Solar or Lunar eclipses

Click to execute the search. Search
changes to Stop during a search. Click
Stop to terminate the search; the
results of the search remain available.

Click to print a report on the results of
your search.

Click to simulate any eclipse     select-
ed from the Search results list. If you
apply a simulation RedShift will change
your current time,     direction, location
(unless you have checked Use current
location ) and zoom settings. Phases
are automatically switched to No phase
for Solar eclipses viewed from the
earth (Displa y, Object Filter s...
Planet ).Enter the start and end dates for your search. Select AD or BC.

Because of the complexity of the calculations performed, it is recom-
mended that searches are restricted to a period of 10 years or less.

Eclipse finder performs orbital mechanics calculations to predict
when an eclipse will occur. It therefore achieves a higher level of
accuracy between 1411 BC and 3002 AD, than for the full time peri-
od over which RedShift operates.

EVENTS - Eclipse Finder
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Object Visibility Repor ts give inf ormation on an y object's visibility f or a period of up to 30 da ys. There are f our Object Visibility
Repor ts, containing inf ormation on altitude , the Moon's location, and tw o summar y tab les, one of whic h can be printed. Object
Visibility Repor tsare onl y availab le when y our location is on Ear th.

Access Object Visibility Repor ts b y clic king Repor ts in an y object's inf ormation windo w.

Click here to print a visibility report
(only available on summary panel).

This report shows the object's rise, set, location and altitude
throughout the day.

Click these buttons to step to the
next or previous report.

Click here to see visibility reports
for subsequent days.

VISIBILITY REPORTS - Object Visibility Reports
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The Altitude report shows the selected object's altitude at time of transit
for the period of the report.

The Moon parameters report shows the phase of the moon and the
angle between moon and object for the period of the report.

This report summarises in text form all visibility information for each day of
the report. This report can be printed.
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Planetary Reports give information on planets' visibility over the course of a year. There are five reports in the Planetary Reports,
containing information on distance, illumination, magnitude, diameter and elongation.

Access Planetary Reports by clicking Reports in any planet's information window.

Click one of these buttons to see one
of the other four kinds of       visibility
report.

Click on a planet button to add infor-
mation about that planet to the dis-
play.

Click these buttons to step to the
next or previous report.

This report shows planet distances from your location in astro-
nomical units (a.u.).

VISIBILITY REPORTS - Planetary Reports
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The illumination report shows the percentage of planet surfaces lit
by the Sun as seen from your location.

The diameter report shows the apparent size of the planets in min-
utes and seconds as seen from your location.

The elongation report shows the angle between the planets and the
Sun as seen from your location.

The magnitude report shows the brightness of the planets as seen
from your location.
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Click to select a new default 
location when RedShift starts up.

Click on American or European to
switch between date formats used in
RedShift.

Click Timer running and RedShift
will start up with real time running
(equivalent to selecting Start Time
from the Controls menu). See
Working with Time (page 17) for
more information.

Setting pref erences allo ws y ou to contr ol a n umber of options whic h appl y globall y to RedShift 2. Inf ormation is sa ved to y our har d
disk eac h time y ou c lic k OK in the Pref erences dialog.

Access the Pref erences dialog using File , Preferences...

PREFERENCES

If you are running RedShift on a slow
computer you may prefer to speed up
the program by setting planet images
to Better or Coarse. RedShift is pre-set
to use the Best planet images.

Click Natural color sky to display a sim-
ulation of daylight, dawn and dusk on
Earth and Mars. No other planets in
the Solar system have a transparent
atmosphere. If Natural color sky is not
selected, RedShift always shows the
sky as black even during daylight
hours.

Click Compute star  aberration and
Compute star proper motion to have
RedShift make the most accurate cal-
culations for stars. Compute star  prop-
er motion also allows you to  observe
the constellation patterns change over
time.
If these options are not selected,
RedShift will calculate more quickly but
less accurately.
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RedShift 2 lets y ou print high quality sky c har ts along with other inf ormation about the current vie w.  RedShift prints the
current vie w sho wn on y our screen.

FOR WINDOWS COMPUTERS
To print y our current sky vie w choose Print fr om the File men u.
To configure printing options use the Print setup dialog (File , Print Setup...).

Click Print White Sky to print celestial objects black on a white sky background.  To 
make the chart look more like the real night sky click Print White Sky off.

To print the sky chart on one page regardless of the size of the chart, click Fit to 
Page on.

To print information about the current projection, time, location, direction of view and 
zoom, click Print Status on.

To print a table showing object symbols along with your sky chart, click Print Legend 
on.

FOR MACINTOSH COMPUTERS
Access the Print dialog using File , Print...  The appearance of the Print dialog depends on whic h type of printer y ou are
using.Y ou ma y wish to adjust the printer pa ge settings bef ore printing.  Use the P age setup dialog (File , Page Setup...).

Make sure you select Color/Greyscale if you are going to print a
large picture of a planet or moon.

Select Print White Sky to print celestial objects black on a white sky
background.  To make the chart look more like the real night sky click
Print White Sky off.

To print the sky chart on one page regardless of the size of the chart,
click Fit to Page on.

To print information about the current projection, time, location, direc-
tion of view and zoom, click Print Status on.

To print a table showing object symbols along with your sky chart, click
Print Legend on.

PRINTING - printing sky charts
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RedShift 2 lets y ou sa ve and restore y our w ork and the vie ws y ou ha ve created. For e xample , you can sa ve a vie w of a solar ec lipse
then load it fr om disc. Y ou can also sa ve the settings that y ou want to use eac h time y ou star t the pr ogram.

Access the Sa ve As dialog using File , Save As...

To save your current view enter the name
of the file you wish to use in the file name
field.

Use the File Format buttons to give
RedShift instructions on what type of
data you are going to store. RedShift can
save three types of file. When a file has
been saved the file extender  indicates
the type of file it is.

Note that you cannot save your view
when time is running.

Choose Settings Only (*.RSS) to save
display options (such as projection, plan-
et display options and which panels are
open).

Choose Data Only (*.RSD) to save the
current time, location, direction of
view,Zoom factor, and time steps.

Choose Save Settings & Data (*.RSB) to
save all the information needed to
restore your current view.

SAVING & RESTORING VIEWS - Windows

To Restore sa ved vie ws use the Open file dialog.

Access the Open File dialog using File , Open...

The dialog shows only files created by
RedShift. To open a file, double-click its
name or select it and click OK.
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RedShift 2 lets y ou sa ve and restore y our w ork and the vie ws y ou ha ve created.  For e xample , you can sa ve a vie w of a solar ec lipse
then load it fr om disc.  Y ou can also sa ve the settings that y ou want to use eac h time y ou star t the pr ogram.

Access the Sa ve As dialog using File men u, Save As...

To save your current view choose an existing fold-
er or click New folder.  Enter the name of the file
you wish to use in the file name field if you do not
wish to use the one created by RedShift.

To create a file that RedShift will automatically
load each time it starts, name the file Startup.
The Startup file must be in the same folder as the
RedShift application.

Choose Settings Only to save display
options (e.g. projection, planet display
options and which panels are open).

Choose Data Only to save the
current time, location, direction of
view,Zoom factor, and time steps.

Choose Save Settings & Data to 
save all the information needed to 
restore your current view.

Use the File Format pop-up menu to choose what type of data you are going to store.
When a file has been saved the file icon indicates the type of file it is.

Note that you cannot save your view when time is running.

SAVING & RESTORING VIEWS - Macintosh

To Restore sa ved vie ws use the Open file dialog.

Access the Open File dialog using File men u, Open...

The dialog shows only files created by RedShift.
To open a file, double-click its name or select it
and click Open.
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REDSHIFT SETTINGS
The simplest way to find out about RedShift 2 is to use it. Follow the Visual
Guide to learn how to use the control panels and dialog boxes. The follow-
ing section explains how choosing settings in the panels controls the oper-
ation of the software.

Four main variables are used together or individually to control RedShift.

Time
Location (the location on a planet or in space from which you are
looking)
Direction (the direction in which you are looking)
Zoom (magnification factor)

In addition there are two special modes for viewing planets and their
moons.

TIME

Each time you run RedShift it picks up the current time and date set on
your computer (system time). The correct position of the stars and planets
are calculated using this time and date so it is important that your system
time is correctly set. See below for an explanation of the effects of daylight
saving.

You can use RedShift to simulate astronomical events that took place in
the past, or are forecast to take place at some time in the future. You can
enter a new time and date using the Time settings panel. Local time on
Earth depends on the longitude of your current location (see Location
below), so astronomers normally specify the time of an event using univer-
sal Time. Universal time is the current time at the prime meridian (0
degrees longitude) without daylight saving applied. If you have set a helio-
centric location or a location on another planet or moon you may only
specify time as universal time.

Daylight sa ving
RedShift calculates universal time (time at 0 degrees longitude excluding
any daylight saving) by checking the system time currently set on your
computer and your longitude as set in the Location panel. The Time zone
field on the Location panel displays the number of hours that universal time
is ahead or behind local time. RedShift calculates universal time and the
time offset only when the Time zone field is switched to automatic (i.e. it is
backlit).

Because of local variations in daylight saving (and adjustments which are
sometimes made to standardise time within civil boundaries) it may be nec-
essary for you to make an adjustment to the offset between local and uni-
versal time by changing the value in the Time zone field. If the Time zone
field is currently set to automatic (i.e. it is backlit) you will need to click
Manual before you can enter a new value. Enter the correct number of
hours difference between your Local time and Universal time. For example,
if you have set your system clock to allow for 1 hour of daylight saving in
your region, you will need to add 1 hour to the value currently shown in the
Time zone field. When you change the number of hours in the Time zone
field your local time will be updated; click system on the Time panel to set
your local time back to your system clock time and universal time will be
updated to show its correct value.

When you change location to a new longitude, release the manual over-
ride to allow RedShift to calculate the time zone. If you need to modify the
calculated figure to allow for daylight saving or national time zone, click the
manual button and apply your correction to the Time zone field.

Because most astronomical events are specified in universal time, it is
important to have the universal time correctly set.
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Tracking time
Astronomical events can take hours, days or even years to occur. To simu-
late astronomical events, you can speed up time using the Control Time
panel. The time steps field lets you select units of minutes, hours, days or
years and enter the number of the units that you want to pass each time
RedShift 2 updates the screen (for example you might choose one-day
steps to watch the Moon orbit the Earth). The actual speed at which
RedShift can move the objects on the screen depends on the speed of your
processor. Remember that RedShift accurately calculates the position of a
planet or moon for each new time step; it also calculates where the Sun
currently is in relation to the planet in order to show the correct phase
(shadow) on the surface of the planet.

If you have the Time settings panel open while tracking time you can see
that the current time is being updated with each time step. After you have
stopped time running you can reset time by clicking Reset on the Control
Time panel.

Running ‘real’ time
RedShift can also operate with real time running. Start Time (Controls
menu) updates the sky display approximately every minute. With real time
running RedShift will simulate the changes in the sky as they occur. Stop
real time running if you are going to use time tracking.

LOCATION

On Macintosh computers, the initial location is taken from the computer’s
Map control panel. On Windows computers RedShift sets your location to
London, England. RedShift provides several ways to choose a new loca-
tion. These are described below.

Changing latitude and longitude
The Location settings panel lets you set a new location by entering latitude
and longitude. To remind you, lines of latitude run parallel to the equator
and are measured in degrees North and South of the equator; lines of lon-
gitude run between the poles and are measured in degrees east and west

of the prime meridian (0 degrees longitude). Don’t forget to check that East
or West (E or W) is correctly set when you enter a new longitude, and that
North or South (N or W) is correctly set when you enter a new latitude.

The Location settings panel also allows you to be located on another planet
or moon, or anywhere in space within the Solar System (Heliocentric loca-
tion). Click on Earth at the top of the Location panel. As you click on this
field you cycle through the names of the nine   planets, the Moon, the Sun
and Heliocentric. When you see a planet name with an arrow to the left of it
it means that the planet has moons which you can locate your viewing posi-
tion on. Click the arrow to cycle through a list of the available moons (or
satellites) belonging to that planet. Choosing a location on a moon to view
a planet or another moon can give some exciting views. Take a look at the
guided tour which uses a location on one of Saturn’s moons to observe
another moon as it orbits Saturn.

Choosing a named location
A new viewing location can be selected by choosing one of the named sites
from RedShift’s extensive gazetteer. The Find Location dialog (Controls
menu) lets you choose from a list of towns and cities or a list of well known
observatories (click Sites to open the Gazetteer window). Gazetteers are
also provided for the Moon, Mars and Venus (instead of towns, cities and
observatories, the gazetteers list geographic features and landing sites of
space missions).

If you are interested in seeing the surface maps of the Moon, Mars Venus
or the Earth in greater detail, choose Maps from the Information menu.
Map mode lets you navigate around full screen versions of the surface
maps of the Moon, Mars, Venus and the Earth (the maps are held as large
globes in the same way as the 3D planet models). In map mode you can
also access the gazetteers, center the map on a selected location and use
it as your new viewing location.

If you open the Time settings panel and the Location panel at the same
time, you can see that choosing a new location changes the local time.
RedShift 2 keeps track of your current viewing location and adjusts the
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local time accordingly.

DIRECTION

RedShift provides several ways to control which part of the sky you are
looking at (the direction of view). If you know the name of an object you
want to observe (such as a star or a comet), use the Find object dialog
(Controls menu). The selected object will be highlighted with two small
arrows and the Object window will appear.  This window provides technical
information about the object. The Object window also allows you to center
your view on the selected object (you can center on chosen objects auto-
matically by setting this as an option in the Preferences dialog or in the
Find Object dialog).

Finding planets and moons
If you want to look at a planet or the Moon use Center on Planet (Controls
menu). If you choose a planet or a moon that is a long distance from your
current viewing location, it will appear as a dot on the screen. To see a dis-
tant planet in detail use the Zoom panel.  Or you may want to change your
location to somewhere nearer to the planet. Alternatively can use one of
the special planet viewing modes described below.

Loc king on a planet or moon
Once you have used Center on Planet (or centered on a moon using the
Find object dialog) you have the option to lock your viewing direction to the
selected object. If you center on a planet or moon and then run time, the
object will continue in its orbit and disappear off the edge of your screen.
Locking the object lets you track the path of the planet or moon. You cannot
change your direction of view while you are locked on an object. You can
unlock using the Controls menu or by clicking Locked on object on the
Direction panel (the Locked on object button is checked while you are
locked).

Direction panel
The Direction panel is a simple tool which you can use for navigating
around the sky. Click the arrow buttons to move your view up and down, left

and right. The amount which your direction of view changes with each click
can be controlled by changing the value in the Move step window.

Entering celestial co-or dinates
The most flexible way to control your direction of view is to use the Center
on panel. This panel lets you enter a viewing direction using one of two co-
ordinates systems. If you don’t understand how the Right
Ascension/Declination (RA/Dec) or the Azimuth/Altitude co-ordinates sys-
tems work, take a look at the explanations in the online version of the
Penguin Dictionary of Astronomy.

Constellations, grids and marker s
As you move your direction of view around the sky, it is very easy to lose
track of which direction you are looking. The constellations were drawn by
early astronomers to help them map the sky. Initially the constellations
were defined only to cover the path which the Sun follows through the year
(these are called the Zodiacal Constellations). Greeks distinguished 48
constellations in 150 AD (Ptolemy). Other astronomers added many more
(Bayer, Hevelius and others). In 1930 the list was reduced to 88 and stan-
dardised. Click Constellations in the filters panel to switch on the bound-
aries, outlines and names of the constellations. This will help you keep
track of your current direction of view. You can also click Grids to lay a
labelled grid over the area of the sky you are observing or Markers to mark
the main points in the sky .

ZOOM

Zoom controls the angle of view that is displayed. Increasing the zoom fac-
tor decreases the area of sky that is displayed. RedShift 2 lets you enter a
zoom factor anywhere between 0.2 and 9999. Zoom factor 1 gives an angle
of view similar to that seen by the naked eye. At 0.2 zoom RedShift shows
the sky as a celestial sphere. Setting a very large zoom factor may result in
nearby planets and moons obscuring your view.

You can also zoom in using the eye icons on the Direction panel, or by
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dragging a marquee over an area of the screen (drag a marquee with the
CTRLkey (OPTIONfor Macintosh) key pressed to zoom out). If you drag
a marquee several times over the same area, the zoom factor will become
so large that it may no longer possible for the software to accurately posi-
tion an object in the center of the screen.

PLANET VIEWING MODES

To get the best views of a planet an observer needs to be located in space
close to the planet. This requires the ability to set the correct heliocentric
co-ordinates and direction of view. To make it simple to view planets,
RedShift includes two special planet viewing controls.

Move around planet
Move around planet (Position panel) initially locates you in space above the
Earth (unless you have selected a location on another planet, in which
case Move around planet starts with a view of this planet). Location is auto-
matically set directly above the latitude and longitude currently set in the
Location panel. A new planet can be selected simply by clicking one of the
planet buttons. The sliders allow the planet to be viewed from any direction.
By dragging the North/South and East/West sliders you move your viewing
location around the planet (the current co-ordinates and height above the
planet are displayed in the readout on the panel). The initial distance from a
planet is automatically calculated to show the planet at a pre-set size.
Distance from the planet is controlled using the distance slider (note that
where a planet has moons, a blue bar appears on the distance slider indi-
cating the average distance of the outermost moon from the surface of the
planet).

Using Move around planet in conjunction with the Control Time panel
allows you to observe the motion of planet/moon systems.

You must close the Position panel before you can change your direction of
view.

Follo w planet
Follow planet positions you on an orbital path around the sun, parallel to
the orbit of a planet. Initially your direction of view is centered and locked
on the planet. You can view the planet from any of six pre-set directions.
You can release this directional lock, while remaining in Follow planet
mode. 

A new planet can be selected simply by clicking one of the planet   buttons.
Used in conjunction with the Control Time panel, Follow planet allows you
to track a planet (or planet/moon system) as it orbits the Sun. RedShift cal-
culates the orbit of the planet accurately and shows the correct phase of
the planet for any point in time. It may help understand the orbital path of
the planet if you display constellations or grids.

The initial distance from a planet is automatically calculated to show the
planet at a pre-set size. Distance from the planet is controlled using the dis-
tance slider (note that where a planet has moons, a blue bar appears on
the distance slider indicating the average distance of the outermost moon
from the surface of the planet).

Since Follow planet locks your view on the planet, you will have to unlock
before you can change your direction of view.
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APPENDIX
PLANETS, MOONS AND STARS

PLANETS
RedShift 2 contains models of the nine planetary systems. The surfaces of
Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars (and several moons – see below)
have been imaged using shaded relief maps. The shaded relief maps have
been scanned, enhanced and then mathematically wrapped around a
sphere to create a three dimensional object. The other five planet images
have been created by artists using a variety of photographic reference
material.

MOONS
The model of Earth’s Moon has also been created using shaded relief
maps. The following moons have been treated in the same way (although
some surface areas have been left blank where no mapping data is avail-
able):

Jupiter’s moons: Io, Ganymede, Callisto, Europa
Saturn’s moons: Mimas, Dione, Rhea, Tethys, Enceladus, Iapetus

Mars’ moons, Phobos and Deimos, are irregular. These are represented as
scalable two-dimensional images. All other moons in the solar system are
shown as grey spheres.

MAPS
RedShift contains detailed surface maps (with associated gazetteers) for
the Earth, Moon, Mars and Venus. These surface maps are held as three-
dimensional spheres which can be rotated. Because a large amount of
memory is needed to manipulate the surface maps, Map mode operates
independently of the main view of the sky.

ASTEROIDS AND COMETS
RedShift contains orbital data on 5,011 asteroids. Asteroids (which are
also known as Minor Planets) orbit the Sun in a belt which is located
between Mars and Jupiter. The asteroid belt can be viewed by choosing a
Heliocentric location with latitude set to 90°, and a height of 10 astronomi-
cal units (a.u.) or more. Center your view on the Sun and set the required
range of Asteroid sizes using the Asteroids Filter dialog.

RedShift also lets you view around 100 short period comets.

STARS
At the heart of RedShift is a catalogue of approximately 250,000 stars.
Each star is accurately positioned with its spectral type indicated by its
color. Stars can be filtered using their magnitude, spectral type and lumi-
nosity class. RedShift can display some stars to magnitude 12 (smaller
stars have higher magnitude values).

Default settings display all stars to magnitude 6. Use the Stars Filter dialog
(Display, Stars...) to control the magnitude and therefore the number of
stars displayed. Use a zoom factor of 2 or above to see the maximum num-
ber of stars that RedShift can display.

DEEP SKY OBJECTS
These are objects beyond our galaxy. RedShift contains a catalogue of
approximately 40,000 deep sky objects, including galaxies, nebulae and
star clusters. Deep sky objects are represented as symbols. The Deep Sky
Filter dialog (Display, Deep Sky...) allows you to select which objects are
displayed and contains a key to the symbols.
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THE MOON AND PLANETS
The best published positions for the Moon and Planets are those given
each year in the Astronomical almanac. These positions are calculated
numerically using the “DE200” computer program of the USA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. DE200 is fine for positions between 1850 and 2050
AD, but a slightly different program “DE102” is needed for calculating posi-
tions over the much larger time interval of 1411 BC to 3002 AD.

In RedShift 2 the positions of the Moon and Planets are based on the
DE102 calculations. The differences between RedShift and DE102 posi-
tions are extremely small and no larger than the differences between
DE200 and DE102. This implies that over the period 1850 to 2050AD the
RedShift positions are typically good to about two arc-seconds for the plan-
ets, and about five arc-seconds for the Moon. Over the extended period of
4712 BC to 10,000 AD the RedShift positions are thought to be better than
ten arc-seconds for the outer planets, thirty arc-seconds for the inner plan-
ets, and a few arc-minutes for the Moon.

SATELLITES
The majority of the planets in the Solar System have satellites orbiting
around them. RedShift computes positions for both of Mars’ satellites, 14
of Jupiter’s satellites, 9 of Saturn’s, 2 of Uranus’s, and Pluto’s satellite
Charon. RedShift uses the best available data for all the  satellites and
their positions agree with those in the Astronomical Almanac to typically
about 2 arc-seconds. However, current orbital data are not sufficiently reli-
able for the positions to be trusted over greatly extended periods of time.

ASTEROIDS AND COMETS
The orbits of every asteroid and comet about the Sun are defined by a set
of six astronomical constants. RedShift computes the orbits of the aster-
oids and comets using the best available values for these  constants.
However these orbits ignore the gravitational effects of the planets.

Consequently, the accuracy of positions will gradually get worse as you
move forwards and back in time.

The new Space Flight feature calculates the position and orbits of selected
asteroids and comets to a higher level of accuracy.

ACCURACY OF POSITIONS
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Product SupportProduct Support
Your purchase of an Expert product includes free product support to help you get the most out of your software. All Expert products are thoroughly tested and
come with a Help File, User’s Guide and/or Online Manual. In most cases, the answers to many of your questions are in the Help File, User’s Guide and/or Online
Manual. If you are having problems starting or running the program, please feel free to contact us. 

24 Hour Automated Support24 Hour Automated Support
u  u  Find answers to frequently asked questions on the worldwide web at http://www.expertsoftware.com
u  u  Use our Fax Back System for support and product information at (800) 772-5706. 

E-mail AddressesE-mail Addresses
u  u  You can send e-mail to support@expertsoftware.com or sales@expertsoftware.com

Mailing AddressMailing Address
800 Douglas Road, Suite 750, Coral Gables, FL 33134 or P.O. Box 144506, Coral Gables, FL 33114-4506.

TTelephone Product Supportelephone Product Support
(  Contact a friendly Expert Product Support Specialist Monday through Friday, 9:00AM to 5:00PM EST, (Eastern Standard Time). 

u  u  Telephone (305) 567-9996
u  u  Fax (305) 569-1350.

If you call, you should be at your computer. Be ready to give the Product Support Specialist the 10-digit program version number from the front of your pro-
gram disk or back of the CD jewel case, as well as the following information:
u  u  If you have a Macintosh®–compatible computer:

u  u  Please have the model, system software version and amount of memory available.
u  u  If you have a Windows®– or MS-DOS®–compatible computer:

u  u  The version of DOS that is installed on your computer. (You can determine the version by typing VER at the DOS prompt.)
u  u  The version of Windows® installed on your computer.
u  u  The type of hardware you are using:
u  u  The brand of computer you own, 
u  u  CPU type (80386, 80486, Pentium®), 
u  u  Video type (EGA, VGA, Super VGA),
u  u  Model and type of video card, and 
u  u  Model and type of printer.
u  u  The exact wording of any messages that appeared on the screen.
u  u  What happened and what you were doing when the problem occurred.
u  u  We encourage Windows® 3.x (or MS-DOS 6.x) users who need product support to print an MSD report. Have it available for the Product

Support Specialist who answers your call. You will find the MSD (Microsoft Diagnostics) program in either the Windows or  the DOS directory.
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